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About This Game

Lucky Of Love is a puzzle game. You just need to turn the turntable, lose a bomb, win a fortune, and unlock all the pictures
quickly.

There are no time or level restrictions in the game. The intention is to let you enjoy a relaxed experience.

 Game features

1. Exquisite CG pictures

2. Funny play

3. Real Japanese Girl Voice
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Publisher:
Tintin Game
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2019
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Spin the wheel and if you win you get to see the anime girl with tears in their clothing that's all there is to this game.. You get
what you pay for. Spin the wheels, get the anime ladies.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lcOUVRtDPRQ&feature=youtu.be

The most fun I had was trying to track down the ways to restore the game to its **full potential**

PS: Coincidentally, i had just played the previous game from this publisher, who apparently already got wiped under a
previous name. So if you're the completionist sort, you may want buy this game before it mysteriously disappears from
Steam again.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C94LY1mQpjQ

PPS: Does anyone even read reviews for this kinda game? I'd imagine not. Anyway, enjoy.. Uncensor game, damn commy i
want to see Mrs. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3B5BD60a69M. Recommend the 18+ patch...They ask me why am i offline so often
htt\/ps:*\/\/*drive*.*google*.*com\/file\/d\/1QtdfwsnnOkutVBRVoDRNJzIFbAVUsxr5\/view?usp=sharing. Very RNG Based
Game You have titles Spin the wheel Either Land on the Bomb BOOM Go Again Or Land on Gems and You Win causing Some
of the Girls cloths to rip lol Its fun BUT Word of adsvice If you DONT get the Bomb Ach or the girls and your like Wtf where
did they go Dont Panic Simple Close the Game and re open they Should Pop up It did for me ^^ ALSO if you think you got like
20 Bombs and your like ohhh no i gotta Start Over Nope It Keeps track of the count You had last before Closing it. Fun And
Easy Game Just Be Little Patient Ik its waiting Game but its worth it in the end I think.
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